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Nifty on weekly scale made a inside bar and took support at crucial area of 10000.On immediate basis 
10400 seems to be hurdle. Follow through above 10400 could see Nifty inching higher towards 10500. 
Nifty Option indicative band stands at 10500 and 10000. Week over week Nifty saw fresh Put writing at 
10100 while unwinding was witnessed in 10500 CE. Any further short covering in Call could propel the 
momentum on higher side. India Vix fell grom 15 % to 13% indicating pessimism at rest for time being. 
Banknifty weekly expiry has highest call congestion at 25500 while highest put congestion is placed at 
25000. Week-over week, Put writers are getting aggressive at 25000 and 25300 while resistance is 
moving higher towards 26000. With major events like FOMC meet, Election result lined up, market it 
expected to witnessed volatility spikes. Thus it is advisable to keep adequate hedge to avoid any adverse 
impact. Sectors like Cement, Metal s saw long built-up while Short built-up was witnessed in sector like 
Capital goods , PSU banks and Private banks. 

 

 

 



 
Nifty Open Interest Analysis

 

  
 

Open -Interest Change in Open –Interest (w-o-w) 

Nifty Option indicative band stands at 10500 and 10000. Week over week Nifty saw fresh Put writing at 
10100 while unwinding was witnessed in 10500 CE. Any further short covering in Call could propel the 
momentum on higher side 

  

Banknifty weekly expiry has highest call congestion at 25500 while highest put congestion is placed at 
25000. Week-over week, Put writers are getting aggressive at 25000 and 25300 while resistance is 
moving higher towards 26000. With major events like FOMC meet, Election result lined up, market it 
expected to witnessed volatility spikes. Thus it is advisable to keep adequate hedge to avoid any adverse 
impact 
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Option band V/s price 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future OI V/s Option OI   

  

Week gone by saw Nifty correcting from 10400 to 10000 however option data suggests Put writers were firm at 10000 
indicating support in place and likely bounce-back could emerge from current levels. Banknifty weekly options too saw 
25000 at highest PE congestion suggesting immediate support however some unwinding was evident in it. Any move 
below 25000 with severe unwinding can put pressure in Banknifty else it can see bounce back to 25500 could be 
expected.  

 

Week-over-weeklong built-up was witnessed in Dalmiabha, Biocon, DLF, Ashokley and Escorts. Dalmiabha, Biocon and 
DLF saw upward shift in highest CE indicating strong momentum in placed. 

Short built-up was seen in RECLTD, HDIL, Petronet and VEDL. Downward shift in PE indicates pressure getting built-up. 
Any sharp unwinding could see stock correcting from current levels 



 
Sector-wise Weekly trend 

  

 

Week gone by saw long built up in sectors like Cement, Metal s while Short built-up is witnessed in 
sector like Capital goods , PSU banks and Private banks. 

Cement: Longs in Acc, Indiacem and Grasim 

Metals: Longs in Tatasteel , Hindalso and Vedl 

PSUbank: Shorts in SBIN, Canbk 

Private Banks: Shorts in ICICIbank, HDFCBank 

Telecom:Long unwinding in Bhartiartl, IDEA. Shorts in RCOM 

IT: Long unwinding in TCS and INFY 



 
 

Weekly Strategy Details 

 
 

Strategy Name NIFTY Bull Call Spread 
Underlying Forecast Bullish 

Risk Profile Limited 

Target Profit 10,000 

Stop Loss 5,000 

Reward / Risk 2.0 

Margin 50,000 
Tenure (Days) 10-15 

Legs 2  
 

Trade 

Leg Reco. Quantity Strike Option Type Price 
1 Buy 75 (1 Lot) 10000 CE 430 
2 Sell 75 (1 Lot) 10200 CE 150 

 

Position Greeks 

Delta Theta Vega Gamma 
30.8 -86.91 287.1 0.04 

 
Rationale 
Nifty is in Long-Long Unwinding Cycle. Nifty saw sharp short covering from its major support area of 
10000. Put writers at 10000 remained firm with Open Interest outstanding of ~86 lakh shares. PCR-OI 
strike-wise for 10100 and 10000 stands at 2.15 and 3.48 respectively indicating Put writers bet is higher 
than call writers bet.  INDIA VIX, the barometer of risk too cooled off from its inflated level of 15.33 to 
13.67 signifying pessimism is at rest on immediate basis. Considering upward shift in option band and 
falling volatility, low risk Bull Call Spread is suggested to take advantage of positive momentum in the 
market. 
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